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A SECURE SINGLE SIGN-ON MECHANISM WITH DATA ENCRYPTION FOR
DISTRIBUTED COMPUTER NETWORKS
JISHA ANNA ALEX, SHEENA ANEES
Abstract : User identification is an important access control mechanism for client–server networking
architectures. The concept of single sign-on can allow legal users to use the unitary token to access different
service providers in distributed computer networks. Recently, some user identification schemes have been
proposed for distributed computing environments. Unfortunately, most existing schemes cannot preserve user
anonymity that may results in possible attacks. To overcome these drawbacks, we propose a secure single signon mechanism that is efficient, secure, and suitable for distributed computing environments. Data is protected
during the communication by using AES encryption scheme.
Keywords : Anonymity, single sign on, user identification, information security.
Introduction : With the development of distributed
computer net-works, it is easy for user terminals to
share information and computing power with hosts
[1], [15], [2], [19]. The distributed locations of service
providers make it efficient and convenient for
subscribers to access the resources. In general
solutions, users must register with each service
provider and keep different identity/password pairs
for accessing each service provider [21], [4], [22], [27].
However, when users have to keep so much secret
information, security problems can occur and
increase the overhead for the networks. In a
unidirectional identification scheme, an entity
identifies the other party by challenging some secret
information. In addition, the mutual identification
protocol can allow two communicating parties to
verify each other. Thus, there are four important
security problems that the user identification scheme
must solve, i.e., 1) it must determine whether users
are legitimate or not; 2) service providers must be
authenticated; 3) a common session key must be
appropriately established; and 4) the privacy of legal
users must be ensured [17], [28], [10], [29], [30].
In 2000, Lee and Chang [26] first proposed a user
identification protocol that provides session key
establishment and user anonymity for distributed
computer networks. Since that time, many
improvements for dealing with possible attacks have
been proposed [25], [31], [5], [12], [16], [13]. In 2004,
Wu and Hsu [25] pointed out that Lee and Chang’s
protocol might suffer from masquerading attacks,
and they proposed a modification to correct this
issue. Later, Yang et al [31] showed that Wu–Hsu’s
modified version could not protect the user’s secret
token against a malicious service provider, and they
proposed an enhancement to prevent this kind of
attack. In 2005, Lee [5] demonstrated two possible attacks on Wu–Hsu’s scheme. Under these attacks, the
adversary can forge a legal token to cheat the service
provider. In 2006, Mangipudi and Katti [16] presented
a denial-of-service (DoS) attack on Yanget al.’s
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scheme and proposed an improvement to overcome
this drawback. Recently, Hsu and Chuang [6]
demonstrated that both Yanget al.’s and Mangipudi–
Katti’s schemes are vulnerable to identity disclosure
attacks and pro-posed an improvement to prevent
such attacks.
Although Hsu and Chuang’s scheme has many
attractive features; it, in fact, does not provide all of
the security properties that they claimed. We
demonstrated that Hsu–Chuang’s scheme might be
vulnerable to impersonation attacks since it employs
an analogous RSA signature [24] to generate secret
tokens. In this kind of attack, an attacker can
masquerade as a legal user to cheat the service
provider. In addition, Hsu–Chuang’s scheme uses
timestamps to avoid replay attacks [23], and,
unfortunately, it is difficult to verify the timestamp
when entities are located in different time zones or
when there is a congested network environment that
has unstable latency. Therefore, additional timesynchronized mechanisms [8], [9] are needed to
adjust the clock between the two parties.
In this paper, we propose a secure single sign-on
mechanism to allow distributed network users to use
the unitary token to access service providers. In a
real-life application, the user can use the network,
e.g., a computer system, with the unitary token to
access multi services, such as messaging,
receive/reply electronic mails, order goods, or process
online payment etc., from different service providers
in distributed computer networks. Our scheme is
based on one-way hash functions and random nonces
to solve the weaknesses described above and to
decrease the overhead of the system.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the
next section, we briefly review related works. In
Section III, we discuss some drawbacks of existing
schemes. Our proposed scheme is described in
Section IV. In section V, we discuss the experimental
result and in section VI, we conclude the paper.
Review Of Related Works :Chang and Lee’s [7]
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scheme consists of three phases: the system2)
initialization phase; the registration phase; and the
user identification phase. First, some notations are3)
listed in Table I to help with understanding Hsu–
Chuang’s scheme. In the system initialization, a
trusted authority called SCPC is required to generate4)
the system parameters for each participant.
Table I
5)
Some Notations
Notations
Descriptions
SCPC
A trusted authority
• ,!"
The user and the service provider
respectively
#$%
The identity of the entity X
&%
The secret token of the entity X
6)
'%
The public key of the entity X
7)
()
The private key of entity X
*+ (,)
A symmetric encryption of plaintext
M using a key K
$+ (,)
A
symmetric
decryption
of
ciphertext C using a key K
h(.)
The one way hash function
||
The concatenation operator
8)
A. System Initialization Phase : The trusted
authority SCPC selects two large safe primes p and q9)
and then computes N = p · q. SCPC also determines
the key pair (e, d) such that e · d ≡1 mod φ(N), where10)
φ(N) = (p − 1)(q − 1). Next, SCPC chooses a generator
g over the finite field Z* n, where n is a large odd
prime number. Finally, SCPC protects the secrecy of d11)
and publishes (e, g, n,N). Note that all information
about the parameters p and q is erased after
initialization of the system.
B. Registration Phase : In the registration phase,12)
each user Ui registers a unique identity IDi with a13)
fixed bit-length and obtains a secret token Si from the
SCPC through a secure channel. The secret token Si
is computed as
Si = (IDi_h(IDi))d mod N, where h(·) is a collisionresistant cryptographic one-way hash function.
On the other hand, Pj must maintain its own public
and private parameters to withstand the DoS attack
presented in Mangipudi–Katti’s article. First, Pj
determines two large safe primes pj, qj , and then
computes Nj = pj · qj. Next, Pj selects the key pair (ej,
dj) such that ej · dj ≡1 mod φ(Nj), where φ(Nj) = (pj −
1)(qj − 1). Finally, Pj keeps the parameter dj secret and
publishes (IDj, ej,Nj).
User Identification Phase :
If the user Ui wants to access the resources of the
provider Pj, Pj must authenticate the legitimacy of Ui.
Ui and Pj perform the following steps.
1)
Ui submits the service request with a random
nonce •• , !•={Service Request, •• },to "# .
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Upon receiving !• , "# chooses a random number k
and then generates a random nonce •$ .
"# computes Z = %& mod n, u = h (Z || IDj || n1 ), and
d
the signature v = (u||h(u)) j mod Nj. Next, "# sends
message m2 = {Z, v, n2} back to '(.
After receiving m2 from "# , '( computes u = h ( Z ||
IDj || n1) and performs the next step.
To verify whether someone has tampered with the
parameter Z, '( verifies the signature v by checking
the equivalency of )*# mod Nj = (u||h(u)) mod Nj . If
the equation does not hold, '( informs "# that
someone as tampered with Z and aborts the protocol.
Otherwise, '( chooses a random number t to be
her/his short-term private key and computes w =
%+ mod n .
'( computes the parameter &(# as &(# = kij = Z t mod n
'( generates a random nonce •, and computes three
parameters &(# , x, y in accordance with the following
equations: Kij = h ( IDj || kij ),the session key, x =
. (/(# ||0|| •$ )

-(
mod N ,and y = 1/(# (23i|| •, || •$ ), here
E(·) is a symmetric cryptosystem, e.g., Data Enryption
Standard (DES) [11] or Advanced Encryption standard
[3].
'( sends !, ={w, x, y} to "# . After receiving !, , "#
computes kij as kij = wk mod n
"# can obtain the session key Kij by computing Kij =
h(IDj || kij).
"# uses Kij to decrypt ciphertext y and retrieves IDi,
n3 and n2 . If n2 is valid "# computes SIDi = (IDi || h
(IDi)).
"# verifies the validity of the identity 23( by
.(/(# 4|0|4• )

$
checking
-23(
mod N = 5* mod N. If the
equation holds, "# trusts that '( is a legal user.
"# computes V= h(n3) and sends !6 ={V } to '(.
After receiving !6 from "# , '( computes 7’ as
that V = 7’. When the equation
h(•, ) and verifies
holds, '( trusts that "# is an authorized service
provider and "# has really computed the common
session key Kij.
Drawbacks Of Existing System : The existing
system deals with a single sign on mechanism
whereas in the proposed system, the data send in this
single sign on mechanism is securely transmitted.
According to Kelvin Craig [18], if a network were to
experience a failure, in a single sign on mechanism,
all users would effectively be locked out or worse,
their sensitive information would be exposed for any
given amount of time on an unsecured state.So a new
phase called data encryption phase is included in the
proposed system. In this phase the data send from
the sender side is encrypted and send to the receiver.
In the receiver side the encrypted data is decrypted.
For both encryption and decryption we use AES
algorithm [14]. This algorithm helps for the secured
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data transmission when compared to other
symmetric encryption algorithms such as DES, 3DES.
Proposed Algorithm : In our proposed scheme, it2)
consists of four phases namely: a) the system
initialization phase, b) the registration phase, c) the3)
user identification phase and the d) data encryption
phase. AES provides better data security [14]. As in
Chang and Lee’s [7] scheme, a trusted authority4)
called SCPC is required to generate the system
parameters for each participant.

Ui

SCPC
{

}

(secure channel)
=

mod N

Fig. 1. Registration phase of
} the proposed scheme

nonce •• , !•={Service Request, •• },to "# .
Upon receiving !• , "# chooses a random number k
and then generates a random nonce •$ .
"# computes Z = %& mod n, u = h (Z || IDj || n1 ), and
the signature v = (u||h(u))dj mod Nj. Next, "# sends
message m2 = {Z, v, n2} back to '(.
After receiving m2 from "# , '( computes u = h ( Z ||
and performs
IDj || n1)
the next step.
5) To verify whether someone has tampered with the
parameter Z, '( verifies the signature v by checking
the equivalency of )*# mod Nj = (u||h(u)) mod Nj . If
the equation does not hold, '( informs "# that
someone as tampered with Z and aborts the protocol.
Otherwise, '( chooses a random number t to be
her/his short-term private key and computes w =
%+ mod n .
t
6) '( computes the parameter &(# as &(# = kij = Z mod n
7) '( generates a random nonce •, and computes three
parameters &(# , x, y in accordance with the following
equations: Kij = h ( IDj || kij ),the session key, x =

A. System Initialization Phase :
The trusted
authority SCPC selects two large safe primes p and q
and then computes N = p · q. SCPC also determines
the key pair (e, d) such that e · d ≡1 mod φ(N), where8)
φ(N) = (p − 1)(q − 1). Next, SCPC chooses a generator9)
g over the finite field Z* n, where n is a large odd10)
prime number. Finally, SCPC protects the secrecy of d
and publishes (e, g, n,N). Note that all information11)
about the parameters p and q is erased after
initialization of the system.
B. Registration Phase : In the registration phase,12)
each user Ui registers a unique identity IDi with a
fixed bit-length and obtains a secret token Si from the
SCPC through a secure channel. The secret token Si is
computed as Si = (IDi_h(IDi))d mod N, where h(·) is a13)
collision-resistant cryptographic one-way hash14)
function. Fig. 1 shows the registration phase of the
proposed scheme.
On the other hand, Pj must maintain its own public
and private parameters to withstand the DoS attack
presented in Mangipudi–Katti’s article. First, Pj
determines two large safe primes pj, qj , and then
computes Nj = pj · qj. Next, Pj selects the key pair (ej,
dj) such that ej · dj ≡1 mod φ(Nj), where φ(Nj) = (pj −
1)(qj − 1). Finally, Pj keeps the parameter dj secret and
publishes (IDj, ej,Nj).
C. User Identification Phase :
If the user Ui wants to access the resources of the
provider Pj, Pj must authenticate the legitimacy of Ui.
The user identification phase is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Ui and Pj perform the following steps:
1)
Ui submits the service request with a random
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. (/(# ||0|| •$ )

mod N ,and y = 1/(# (23i|| •, || •$ ), here
-(
E(·) is a symmetric cryptosystem, e.g., Data Enryption
Standard (DES) [11] .
'( sends !, ={w, x, y} to "# .
k
After receiving !, , "# computes kij as kij = w mod n
"# can obtain the session key Kij by computing Kij =
h(IDj || kij).
"# uses Kij to decrypt ciphertext y and retrieves IDi,
n3 and n2 . If n2 is valid "# computes SIDi = (IDi || h
(IDi)).
"# verifies the validity of the identity 23( by
.(/(# 4|0|4• )

$
mod N = 5* mod N. If the
checking
-23(
equation holds, "# trusts that '( is a legal user.
"# computes V= h(n3) and sends !6 ={V } to '(.
After receiving !6 from "# , '(
computes 7’ as
that V = 7’. When the equation
h(•, ) and verifies
authorized
holds, '( trusts that "# is an
has really computed the
service provider and "#
common session key Ki
D. Data Encryption Phase : Here the data is
encrypted at the user side using AES algorithm.
When the data reaches at the provider it is decrypted
at the provider using AES decryption. By performing
the operations of encryption and decryption the data
is transmitted in a secured manner.AES provides
better security in terms of several factors. When
considering the key length of AES,it can have 128,192
or 256 bits according to the need whereas 112 bits and
56 bits are the key lengths for 3DES and DES
respectively.
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m1 = { Service Request,

}

Z = gk mod n
u = h (Z || IDj ||
v = (u||h(u))dj mod Nj
m2 = {Z, v, }
Fig 3: Single sign on page
u = h ( Z || IDj || )
mod Nj (u||h(u)) mod Nj
kij = Z t mod n
Kij = h ( IDj || kij )
w = mod n
x=
y=

i||

mod N
||
)
m3 = {w, x, y }

(IDi ||

kij = wk mod n
|| ) = DKij

(y)
SIDi = (IDi || h (IDi ))
mod N =

mod N
V = h( )

m4 = {V}
=h(

)

V
Fig. 2: User identification phase of the proposed
scheme

Fig 4: Distributed service providers list
Experimental Result : In this paper using a single
sign on mechanism, when we login to the system, we
are logged into a number of providers who are
registered in the system. By selecting the provider
which we need to access, the user is automatically
logged into the system without supplying username
and password. This is the working of single sign on
mechanism and the data send from the user to the
provider is properly encrypted using AES algorithm
and the encrypted data is decrypted by the same
algorithm at the provider. Hence a secured data
transmission is achieved here.

Similarly the block size of AES is 128,192 or 256 bits
whereas the block size is 64 bits for DES and 3DES.
When analysing the cryptanalysis resistance AES is
strong against differential, truncated differential,
linear, interpolation and square attacks .But DES and
3DES is vulnerable to brute force attack, linear and
differential cryptanalysis [14].

Fig 5: Single provider’s message information
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Fig 6: Intermediate encrypted data to be sent to
service provider
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Conclusion : In this paper, we discuss some
drawbacks of existing user identification scheme for
single sign on mechanism in disturbed computer
networks. We also propose a secure single sign-on
mechanism with data encryption to overcome these
potential drawbacks. Here a secure single sign on
mechanism is implemented with an encryption phase
which enables the secured transmission of data
between the user and the provider in single sign on
mechanism. Hence the user can trust the message
what he sends through the networks since the
message is properly encrypted such that no one in the
intermediary can retrieve the original message send
through the transmissions in this system.

Fig 7: Message received at the provider
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